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Abstract 
 
 Rapid cognition decision-making has long been essential to military command 
and control.  With the advent of new technologies that have increased information-flow 
and connectivity, while reducing delays in data flow, command and control agencies are 
now at risk of diminishing subordinate leaders’ ability to make rapid cognition decisions.  
This leads to increased time needed to make decisions, as well as decreased quality in 
decisions made.  To regain optimal rapid cognition decision-making, command and 
control units must make improvements in two areas: training and environment.  Training 
must focus on building rapid-cognition expertise through both passive academic 
knowledge and active, simulation-based experiential training.  Command and control 
agencies must evaluate current network architectures to ensure they allow appropriate 
decision-making styles and make necessary changes.  This means facilitating rapid 
cognition decision-making in agencies dealing in current operations and preventing 
bleed-over from comprehensive analysis-based planning agencies.   In order to be 
effective, the correct application of technology to military agencies must come with study 
of how it affects human behavior as well as updated education, procedures, and 
architecture.   

 
 

 
Full Text 

 
In the last ten years, vast improvements in technology have led to exponential 

increases in the amount of information accessible to senior command and control 
agencies.  Software programs allow commanders to see individual units as well as the 
entire battlefield in real time.  Chat software programs and improved multi-channel 
communications have allowed instant gratification of senior agencies’ requests for 
updates, reports, and reasoning.  However, from my own experience in Operation Iraqi 
Freedom and Operation Enduring Freedom, as well as the accounts of my fellow 
company grade officers, I’ve found that many of the same advances that have allowed us 
to work faster have been double-edged swords that enable our superiors to watch our 
every move and be involved in every decision we make.  Nothing is more frustrating than 
having a colonel’s oversight on every minute decision, especially when you’re a 
lieutenant.  Yet this frustration is a common experience between many officers of 
different deployments, operations, and services.   

In Transformation Ballyhoo, LTCOL Brian Hanley states the obvious, that much 
needed transformation in the military should be based on intelligent study and focus on 
the human element rather than relying on what new technologies we can acquire.1  Yet 
his article is refreshing and much needed in the current military culture, even to the 
Marine Corps.  Marines take pride in being students of warfare, the poor children of the 
DoD who must use their brains rather than their pocketbooks to win battles.  Yet our 
                                                 
1 Hanley, Lieutenant Colonel Brian. “Transformation Ballyhoo.” Proceedings, September 2006, 64-68. 
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current culture is as guilty of this “capabilities-based thinking” as any other service.  
Having seen many changes within my own command and control community, I can say 
candidly that we seem to think that new computer programs and equipment will 
somehow make us better at command and control.   

This is exactly the type of problem through which LTCOL Hanley’s request for 
transformational study applies.  We must ask ourselves why this friction is occurring, and 
whether it can be solved or at least mitigated.  I believe it can, and it requires a deeper 
study of the types of thinking involved in combat.  The answers come not from more 
technology, but the correct application of technology with acknowledgement of its effects 
on the operators who use it.  Therefore, “horizontal” study in the fields of psychology, 
sociology, and even emerging network science help us to discover that the key to using 
technology effectively is enabling and training skills we have practiced all along: flexible 
and appropriate decision-making.2  By recognizing the use of rapid cognition decision-
making in current operations agencies, we can better train subordinate leaders to become 
experts as well as adjust architectures of command and control networks to facilitate 
rapid cognition decisions.   
 
What is Rapid Cognition? 
 
“I see only one move ahead, but it is the correct one.” 
-Jose Raul Capablanca, Chess Grandmaster3

 
 The conventional wisdom is that the best decisions are made from considering 
every possible option in an ordered process to make the decision through logical 
comparisons.  This is comprehensive analysis, and is a completely valid decision-making 
process . . . when you have the time to do it.  Scientists have found that high-stress, quick 
reaction jobs like firefighting, police officers, ER nurses, paramedics, stock-market 
traders, and lo and behold, military personnel in combat situations use a different type of 
thinking, one that involves less of conscious thought and more of our unconscious to 
solve problems.4  Rapid cognition decision-making is “on the fly” and is not only 
constrained by time, but also by limited information.  One must “size up a situation,” 
immediately locate the crux of the problem, and choose the perfect solution, all within 
seconds.  Yet these professionals are expected to make the correct decision, and they do 
so time and time again.   

What separates experts from amateurs is the first few seconds of thought.5  Some 
think it relies on some “talent” or intuition, but intuition is a vague misnomer for the type 
of thinking that is actually going on.  It may be spontaneous decision-making, but 
spontaneous does not imply random.  Nor is it some wrote memorization or reflex.  There 
is actually complex thought going on, but it is happening in a place that we don’t have 
access to monitor—our unconscious.  The unconscious can process more information 
faster than our conscious thought, but it is by no means inherently ready or infallible.  
The unconscious must have the proper practice and information to draw from, or it could 

                                                 
2 Barnett, T.P.M., The Pentagon’s New Map (New York: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 2004), 115. 
3 Ross, Philip E. “The Expert Mind.” Scientific American, August 2006, 64 
4 Gladwell, Malcolm. Blink. New York: Little, Brown and Company 2005, 107. 
5 Ross, 64. 
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be fooled.  To be successful at rapid cognition decision-making, one’s skills must be 
honed through practice, as well as building a library of job-specific knowledge and 
experience to draw from.   

To see clear examples of rapid cognition, scientists had to study both cases that 
involved no expertise, and experts performing their jobs.  In one case scientists used a 
card game in which subjects bet on two different decks, one of them rigged to lose money 
at a faster rate than the other deck.  By monitoring the physical reactions of the subjects, 
the body registered the apprehension at betting on the losing deck by sweating, increased 
heart beat, and blood pressure 40 cards before the subject was able to rationally explain 
what was happening.6  The study showed that our unconscious works at a faster rate than 
our conscious thought, even if we have not been specifically trained.   

But more importantly, when scientists studied professionals, they found that 
although at first they were not able to explain their decision-making process, with further 
repetition of the experience, the scientists could glean a perfectly logical thought 
process—that had taken place in seconds unbeknownst to the subject.  The example they 
used was of a firefighter who had been fighting a particularly stubborn kitchen fire.7  
When the fire would not abate, he inexplicably ordered everyone out of the building.  
Seconds later, the floor collapsed.  When scientists teased out his story, they found that 
he had registered certain specific clues that led him to make the decision, all of which he 
was unable to identify both at the incident, as well as the first telling of the experience.  
He had registered that the fire was hotter than normal despite its small size, it was 
unusually quiet, and it did not respond to their efforts.  All these clues were 
understandable in that the fire was actually in the basement, under their feet.  The 
fireman’s unconscious had pieced it together.   

The important point to glean from his experience is that if he had been an 
amateur, his unconscious may have sensed something wrong, like the card players, but 
been unable to make the correct decision.  Because he had experiential knowledge from 
fighting numerous fires over the years, his unconscious was able to pull the appropriate 
comparisons and conclusions.  He was trained to make the right decision.    
 
Training Rapid Cognition Decision-Makers 
 
“Yet this belief in the importance of innate talent, strongest perhaps among the experts 
themselves and their trainers, is strangely lacking in hard evidence to substantiate it. . . 
The preponderance of psychological evidence indicates that experts are made, not born.” 
-Philip E. Ross8  
 

The situational-dependency of rapid cognition decision-making can lead to a 
faulty assumption: that because we cannot train for any one specific decision, we cannot 
train at all.  This is far from true.  When we prepare the components of rapid cognition, 
we in turn prepare rapid cognition.  The components we must train are building a 

                                                 
6 Bechara, A., Damasio, H., Tranel, D., Damasio, A.R.,  “Deciding Advantageously Before Knowing the 
Advantageous Strategy,” SCIENCE, 28 February 1997, Vol. 275, 1293-1295. 
7 Gladwell, 122-123. 
8 Ross, 71. 
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knowledge base, with both factual and experiential knowledge, and practice using that 
knowledge in situational decision-making.  
 The first piece of training is fairly straightforward.  Intensive study is needed to 
create the “knowledge bank” necessary to pull from.  Each subject of expertise will have 
different determinations of what knowledge should be put in the bank.  Sports teams like 
basketball, football, or soccer put plays in, chess players will put board positions and 
entire games, pilots put emergency procedures and aircraft components, to give a few 
examples.  This knowledge is, in fact, cumulative, and must be grown properly from the 
elementary level.  The old adage of “perfect practice makes perfect” serves well to 
illustrate that before basketball players learned plays, they learned how to run, shoot, 
pass, dribble, and play a position first. Likewise, these skills are not left untouched; they 
are reiterated at every practice both within the plays as well as drills isolating each skill.  
Again, each subject of expertise will have different needs for what information is 
elementary and what is advanced.  In my own aviation command and control community, 
as well as the aviation community, we have already made Training and Readiness (T&R) 
standards that include factual curriculum.  However, through either decreased training 
time due to high operational tempo or because it is sometimes dismissed by those who 
feel that experiential knowledge is more important, an injustice is done to our Marines.  
Factual or “book knowledge” is the basis for practical or “experiential” knowledge, and 
without which, the experiential knowledge is either not properly understood, or hard won 
through mistakes.  Studying the book knowledge makes the experiential knowledge more 
meaningful, and therefore more beneficial.  In addition, being familiar with the 
appropriate knowledge and keeping appropriate information on-hand during operations 
facilitates correct decisions particularly when they are the most difficult rapid cognition 
decisions: insight problems.  “Prior presentation of [related] information activated 
conceptual structures in long term memory” which allows “access to the appropriate 
concept’s representation” and “solutions come to mind as the subjective ‘aha’ of insight,” 
in other words, the familiarity with relevant information primes you to make decisions 
that no amount of comprehensive analysis will ever help with.9

 Experiential knowledge is by no means of lesser importance.  We need situational 
training to tie the pieces of knowledge together and organize them.  Everyone logically 
thinks that experts will have vastly larger banks of information to pull from than 
amateurs.  But what separates the average from the experts is not the amount of 
knowledge—it is how they organize and access it.  The human mind can only consider 5-
7 pieces of information at one time; experts as well as amateurs are subject to this 
biological phenomenon.10  For amateurs and average players, 5-7 pieces may be either 
moves or chess pieces.  But for the grandmasters, as mentioned above, they may be 5-7 
entire games.  Anyone who has used a pneumonic device has used this very principle.  It 
allows the mind to access information in a well-organized, ever-branching format.  
Through this organization, grandmasters are able to access anywhere from 50,000 to 
100,000 chunks, navigated and analyzed by the unconscious, to select the most 
appropriate information.   Strangely enough, mere study of situations may be enough to 
build this bank.  This is good news in that there can be fruitful “passive” study instead of 

                                                 
9 Gibson, J.M. “Priming Problem Solving with Conceptual Processing of Relevant Objects,” The Journal of 
General Psychology, Apr 2004, 131, 2, Psychology Module, 118. 
10 Ross, 68. 
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a need for nonstop, labor-intensive simulations.11  By taking this process into account 
when instructing personnel, we can aid the process instead of teaching blindly. 
 Finally, actual practice in simulations or exercises is also necessary.  Partly the 
need stems from experiential knowledge, but surprisingly, the simulation is needed for 
other reasons.  Scientists found that exercise does not necessarily contribute to progress 
in decision-making as much as “to point up weaknesses for future study.”12   In addition, 
scientists point out the need for the exposure to stress and pressure.  People’s first 
exposure to high-stress situations can produce a cognitive shut-down, in which they 
experience a sort of “temporary autism.”13  Repeated exposures to these same situations 
allow the subjects to feel more comfortable and calm themselves to a point where they 
can function, and more importantly think.   This type of exposure cannot be gained from 
passive study, it can only come from active experience.  This brings to light the necessity 
for controlled yet realistic simulations.  As advances in technology have allowed 
simulations to become more complex and realistic, I believe advances in networking 
computer simulations may have the most productive effect on the aviation command and 
control (C2) community.  The fledgling Aviation Training System (ATS) will allow 
aviation C2 to interact with real pilots, as well as practice situational decision-making 
with out the imposing logistical footprint usually associated with exercises.  
 The most humbling idea from these studies was that scientists agree that it takes 
about ten years of intensive, effortful study to become an expert.14  Scientists specifically 
pointed out that time spent in half-hearted study did not count.  Most people reach a 
plateau in any one subject and tend to become complacent with their level.  Experts were 
differentiated by their voracious study of new and different concepts, constantly 
challenging themselves.  Not only did I realize how far I had to go, but it made me 
wonder how many experts we are really producing in the Marine Corps in both aviation 
C2 as well as officership in general.  
  
Getting Back to Basics—Enabling the Executors 
 
“You’ve got to let people work out the situation, and work out what’s happening.  The 
danger in calling is that they’ll tell you anything to get you off their backs, and if you act 
on that and take it at face value, you could make a mistake.  Plus, you are diverting them.  
Now they are looking upward instead of downward.  You’re preventing them from 
resolving the situation.” –Paul VanRiper15

 
 There is empirical evidence to support Van Riper’s quote.  Studies since the early 
nineties have shown that analyzing reasons both before and after a decision can cause 

                                                 
11 Ross, 69. 
12 Ross, 69. 
13 Gladwell, 222. 
14 Ericsson, K.Anders, “The Influence of Experience and Deliberate Practice on the Development of 
Superior Expert Performance,” The Cambridge Handbook of Expertise and Expert Performance. Ed. 
K.Anders Ericsson, Neil Charness, Paul J. Feltovich, Robert R. Hoffman (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2006), 689. 
15 Gladwell, 117. 
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people to select “nonoptimal preferences.”16  Studies also show that reports become 
distorted when people attempt to verbalize cognitive processes.17  Yet it is a common 
leadership practice for senior agencies or commanders to ask for updates and reasoning.  
It’s no secret that the Marine Corps embraces small unit leadership and centralized 
command and decentralized control.  Yet every Staff Non-Commissioned Officer or 
junior officer has had the temptation to quote some of our doctrinal pubs to our superiors, 
to “remind” them.  It’s a constant battle for senior leadership to practice what we preach, 
yet it is crucial to our success.  Letting subordinates make decisions is risky—what if 
they get it wrong?  It’s even more risky when the decisions involve rapid cognition.  At 
least when the decisions involve comprehensive analysis the senior leadership can 
receive operation orders and confirmation briefs to monitor their subordinates’ progress.  
They can see how their subordinates are thinking and whether it is up to their standards.  
But rapid cognition decision-making offers none of this.  Senior leadership can’t see the 
information they’re working off of, they can’t see how they are thinking, and sometimes 
they can’t even see the decision until after it has been made.  That’s scary, it’s also 
decentralized control.  So senior leadership does the only thing it can do, asks for an 
explanation.  As in the quote above, that’s the danger. 
 There is no problem with explanations in comprehensive analysis.  In fact, it can 
be helpful in solving problems at impasses.  However, asking people to explain their 
rapid cognition decisions or requiring them to follow a regulated comprehensive analysis 
process for a rapid cognition decision degrades or even disables their ability to make 
subsequent rapid cognition decisions.  A simple example of this is recognizing someone’s 
face out of a lineup vs. writing a description.  When you pick the face out of the lineup 
you are able to do it rather easily.  However, when you write the description, you find it 
much harder and end up using broad phrases that make it difficult to distinguish a 
particular face.  Any number of people can have a large nose and a broad forehead, but it 
is the other nuances registered in the unconscious that make the face you are thinking of 
unique.  If you were then asked to pick the person out of a lineup, your brain would use 
your broad verbal description rather than the face you had actually seen.18  This isn’t just 
a parlor trick; you forced yourself to switch hemispheres of the brain.  The take-away is 
that rapid cognition is a fragile process that is vulnerable to getting “switched off” merely 
by thinking in another manner.  We not only need to give our own unconscious room to 
work, we need to give our subordinate’s unconscious room as well.  
 The difficulty of accepting the concept of rapid cognition is one of pride.  We do 
not want to give authority over to a part of thought in which we have no control.  It is 
hard enough to hand the authority to our own unconscious, even more difficult to hand it 
over to someone else’s.  We as leaders set our subordinates up for failure and therefore 
make a self-fulfilling prophecy when they are unprepared for rapid cognition decision-
making.  But likewise, misplaced trust is just as dangerous.  If a subordinate is not 
prepared or, more importantly, not capable of rapid cognition decision-making, any 

                                                 
16 Wilson, T.D., Schooler, J.W. “Thinking Too Much: Introspection Can Reduce the Quality of Preferences 
and Decisions,” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology (1991) Vol. 60 No. 2, 191. 
17 Wilson, T.D. “The Proper Protocol: Validity and Completeness of Verbal Reports,” Psychological 
Science September 1994, Vol. 5, No. 5, 249.  
18 Dodson, C.S., Johnson, M.K., Schooler, J.W. “The Verbal Overshadowing Effect: Why Descritptions 
Impair Face Recognition,” Memory &Cognition 25 (2), (1997): 129-139. 
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authority conferred to them would be foolhardy on the part of the superior.  Leaders’ trust 
must be earned, and therefore subordinates must be given the opportunity to earn it prior 
to combat operations.  This, unfortunately, means more work on the leader’s part.  Rapid 
cognition calls for strict leadership prior to execution.  Leaders must ensure proper 
training, must be available to observe subordinates during training, must spot problems 
and correct, and most importantly, have the moral courage to relieve subordinates that are 
not capable.   
 
Why It Matters What Our Architecture Looks Like 
 
 “Networks have properties hidden in their construction, that limit or enhance our ability 
to do things with them.”  Albert-Laszlo Barabasi19

 
 But if units make a concerted effort to train for and enable rapid-cognition 
thinking, isn’t that enough?  Why the call for the radical change in agencies?  The answer 
comes again from recent scientific discoveries.  A new science has literally appeared in 
the last few years, the science of networks.  To the majority of the military, the word 
network simply signifies computers and equipment, the realm of communications and 
data personnel.  But the work of mathematicians and theoretical physicists has revealed 
that the word “network” actually applies to much more.  Just as the actual definition of 
“machine” applies both to the entire factory including the assembly line workers and their 
assembly lines as well as the automobiles they produce; so the word “network” not only 
applies to our communications architecture, but also to the complex structure of our C2 
agencies.  Our old definition of network told us that nodes were computer terminals or IP 
addresses and the links were the cables between them, and this all makes up the LAN 
(local area network) or WAN (wide area network).  But network science tells us that 
command and control systems like the Marine Aviation Command and Control System 
(MACCS) is itself a network with the nodes composed of agencies, and the links 
composed of the interactions via communications net, regardless of whether the 
interaction occurred over a computer, a phone, a radio, or even face to face conversation.   
 It is most appropriate to view the MACCS, and other command and control 
systems, not as a hierarchy in a traditional sense, but rather as a hierarchy of fractals.  
Each agency itself is a network with each operator as a node.  Each of these sub-networks 
connects to the larger network of the MACCS where each agency is a node.  Even the 
MACCS is really a sub-network to the larger Joint Theater Air Ground System (TAGS).  
There is only one MACCS for the Marine Corps and therefore only one agency each to 
perform the prescribed functions of Marine Aviation.  The MACCS may be a part of the 
Air Combat Element (ACE) but it serves the entire MAGTF.  This emphasizes, as in 
other command and control systems, that a massive flow of requests and therefore 
decisions bottlenecks through these agencies, particularly because each agency within the 
MACCS is task specific rather than equally spread between each agency.  Each MACCS 
agency is a hub for its own specific task.  The agency must be efficient in its decision 
making cycle in order to adequately process necessary information and fulfill all tasks 
required.   

                                                 
19 Barabasi, Albert-Laszlo. Linked. New York: Penguin Group, 2003, 12. 
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 The second discovery of note for military purposes, is that “networks have 
properties hidden in their construction, that limit or enhance our ability to do things with 
them.”  A simple example comes from the problem that was the genesis for graph theory.  
A Prussian city had seven bridges arranged in a certain way, and Hungarian 
mathematicians found that there was no path over all bridges that only crossed each 
bridge once.20  The novelty of the discovery was that they a) found a definitive answer: 
no and b) were able to produce a formula to support it: no unbroken non-repetitive path 
will exist between the nodes when there are an odd number of links.  No amount of 
intelligence would find a non-repetitive path because no path could be found.   

Obviously complex command and control networks do not lend themselves to 
oversimplified properties such as this, but this does not negate the fact that there are 
properties that exist unique to our network.  Rather, the character of the properties is 
directly related to the character of the network, which is derived from the types of nodes 
and links.  Since the nature of the nodes in command and control networks derives from 
the human factors of the military, it is not surprising that we may find our network’s 
inherent properties are very different from the equipment-centric computer networks.  
Therefore, we can begin to look for properties in previously unthinkable areas.  In 
addition, because our network is a hierarchy of fractals, there are many levels of nodes 
and links that can affect the properties.   
 
Leadership as a Network Property 
 
“This is not to say that individual qualities are not important, but rather that sustainable 
and replicable qualities of leadership are treated here as a network property, made 
possible by the combination of the social network and the individuals themselves.” –Dr. 
John H. Clippinger21

 
If leadership is central to the military and command and control, then it is fair 

game to consider as a property of a network.  Just as a small group of psychologists had 
the audacity to challenge the “unknowable” unconscious part of decision-making, or 
Barabasi and his associates the “unknowable” complexity in networks, so Dr. John H. 
Clippinger challenges that “leadership is not regarded as the random occurrence of great 
men at moments in history, but rather as a network effect, the interaction of innate traits, 
themselves long nurtured and refined by evolutionary forces and the organizational 
context in which these traits are expressed.”22  The key terms for the military are 
mentioned in the opening quote: “sustainable and replicable.”  There may be an initial 
repugnance by military officers at the supposition that leadership could be pre-packaged 
and mass-marketed, rolling second lieutenants off aforementioned assembly lines.  But 
this is far from what Clippinger is proposing.  Not all qualities of leadership are 
sustainable and replicable; only some are.  And it is certainly worth the effort to identify 
which ones are.   

                                                 
20 Barabasi, 11-13. 
21Clippinger, Dr. John H. “Human Nature and Social Networks.” 

<http://www.socialphysics.org/images/Human_Nature.pdf>  (28 March 2006), 4. 
  
22 Clippinger, 26. 
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The two main divisions in leadership are the innate traits and the organizational 
context.  Decision making in a combat environment is a leadership task that military 
personnel are expected to accomplish, and should not be confused with an innate trait.  
Innate traits are used to make decisions, and that is why I advocate honing those traits 
which assist us.  But the organizational context is just as important.  Because changing 
the architecture of a network changes its properties, even small changes within or 
between agencies will have far reaching effects.23  Even the most naturally competent 
and expertly trained officer will have difficulty performing rapid cognition decision 
making if the architecture of the network causes his superiors to constantly make him 
explain himself and therefore constantly switch his ability “off.”  His ability to lead is 
impaired by his organizational context.  

As long as combat involves time sensitive decisions and limited information, it 
will require rapid cognition decision-making.  But this is not to disparage comprehensive 
analysis.  Neither is “wrong,” they can only be “inappropriate” in certain circumstances.  
Decision-making systems like the Cognitive Continuum Theory advocate allowing the 
individual decision-maker to use whichever type is most appropriate for the task because 
“there is empirical evidence that people who are asked to use a decision style that is not 
automatically triggered by a certain task will make qualitatively worse decisions.”24  The 
problem felt by rapid cognition agencies is the mandate to use comprehensive analysis 
where it is not appropriate, or to use comprehensive analysis to explain rapid cognition 
decisions to their senior agencies.  These senior leaders have most likely been trained in 
their comprehensive analysis counterparts, and therefore demand detailed comprehensive 
answers.  As mentioned earlier, attempting to verbalize a cognitive process we were not 
conscious of may not only lead to inaccurate reports, but also to changing our decision to 
coincide with whatever plausible answers we can come up with, even if they conflict with 
the original reasoning we used.25

As a practical example, let us look at the agencies in the Marine Air Command 
and Control System.  The friction mentioned above is not uncommon between rapid 
cognition agencies like the Direct Air Support Center (DASC) and senior agencies like 
the Tactical Air Command Center (TACC).  The problem is not just one of an ignorance 
of the differences in types of thinking; it is one of environment.  The Tactical Air 
Command Center has both Current Operations and Future Operations, as well as the Air 
Combat Element Commander (ACE CO).  What occurs is a bleed-over of comprehensive 
analysis from its rightful place in Future Plans/Operations, which, like the Combined Air 
Operations Center (CAOC) is designed for planning and Air Tasking Order (ATO) and 
Airspace Control Order (ACO) production,  to Current Operations, and also to the ACE 
CO.  The ACE CO is essentially the arbiter of both types of thinking, and makes the final 
call when there is a conflict between current and future needs.  At times, he or his proxy, 
the Battle Captain, can delegate authority to lower levels, but this forces the consideration 
of both types of thinking onto personnel that were meant to be advocates for current 
needs.  The fragility of rapid cognition thinking is overpowered by the more accepted and 

                                                 
23 Barabasi, 12. 
24 Kutschera, I. Byrd III, J.T. “Applying the Concept of Cognitive Continuum to Leadership Training,” 
Journal of American Academy of Business, Cambridge. March 2005, Vol. 6, Iss1, 20. 
25 Wilson/Schooler 184. 
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dominant comprehensive analysis.  In addition, rapid cognition agencies like the DASC 
or the Tactical Air Operations Center (TAOC) lose the collocated advocate. 

 The physical dislocation of the senior decision-making authority from both 
current operations and future operations is one possible solution to the problem because it 
changes the nature of the link from face to face contact to digital or phone.  This has the 
two-fold effect of reinforcing to the senior-decision-maker his impartiality, as well as 
evening the playing field for both agencies.  The physical dislocation of the current 
operations from future operations prevents the bleed-over of decision-making styles by 
forcing most contact to go through the impartial senior decision-maker. 

Though most commanders would bristle at the idea of being “quarantined” to 
their own area rather than being “where the action is,” there is something to be said for 
physical dislocation.  Clippinger astutely observes that “in hierarchical and bureaucratic 
organizations, leadership is often confused with scope of control and authority—power.  
In such organizations, leaders are given the latitude, even the expectation, to exercise 
significant control at all levels of the organization.”26  Because of its hub-like network 
properties the MACCS has never been a completely hierarchical or bureaucratic 
structure, but with the increased technological advantages of communication by digital 
links, the gap between self-organizing networks and hierarchical or bureaucratic 
structures becomes a chasm.   In contrast, in networks like the MACCS, “the transecting 
of layers by a supra-ordinate to a subordinate, in effect, micromanaging and second-
guessing is dangerous for the well-being of the network.”27  At present, commanders’ 
tentacles of control are inhibiting their subordinates’ ability to make the decisions, in 
their sphere of expertise, that they are more competent and capable to make. Network 
architecture change does not rob commanders of their ability to lead; rather it forces them 
to acknowledge the reality of the network and lead in an appropriate manner.   
 
 In conclusion, technology and scientific discoveries are not enemies to military 
organizations.  Yet they are not cure-alls either.  The correct application of technology to 
military agencies must come with study of how it affects human behavior as well as 
updated education and procedures.  Military leadership is by no means an exact science, 
however, the application of science to military organizations can help us understand our 
personnel and the effects of technology.  Technology can be a force-multiplier only with 
the proper preparation on the part of leaders.  And these advances in both science and 
technology could not come at a better time.  Our enemies are increasingly decentralized 
in nature, and this forces us to adapt to a new playing field.  Though it would be 
unrealistic and unnecessary to attempt to mirror their decentralization, we can improve 
and update our networks to better serve our current and future situations.     

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
26 Clippinger, 14. 
27 Clippinger, 15. 
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